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New Series of Sangkhangs
Date : December 6, 2019

Dear friends of the team of DYNAMIC SPACE OF ELEMENTS and of the SHANG SHUNG
INSTITUTE AUSTRIA,
We are happy to present the second series of SANGKHANGS, as the first series was quickly sold
out.
The team of DYNAMIC SPACE OF ELEMENTS has just finished the production.
Sangkhangs are perfect for practicing sang right in your Ling or in your house
About the sangkhangs
Each sangkhang is 15 cm long, 15 cm wide and 23 cm high.
The sangkhangs are hand-made of ceramic and were manufactured at Merigar. See how the
white clay turns into a Sangkhang.
Please see a short video, in which Migmar explains how to use the sangkhang and its
symbolic meaning
You can also use the sangkhang as an incense burner
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Style, design, and price
The sangkhangs are available in two styles: white, colored.
The white ones can have different shapes of windows, costs for each: 75 Euro.
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The colored ones all look different and cost up from 108 Euro.
If you want a colored one, please get in touch with Fanni Gulasci in oder to clarify and decide which
color and form you would like to get.
The final price depends on the amount of hours Fanni has to work on your specific sangkhang.
Carvings can be also added up from 10 Euro.

It is also possible to get “second quality” sangkhangs. These sangkhangs are totally functional, but
have some small defects in the ceramic. Your can get them with a discount up to 60%.
Get some more information on that from Gulácsi Fanni: gulacsi.fanni@gmail.com .
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Info on Social Media
New styles of sangkhangs are created daily, see the story on
Instagram: dynamic_of_the_ elements,
Facebook: Dynamic Space of the Elements.

Shipping costs
The shipping costs are not included.
Costs for shipping: Europe: 31 Euro, Asia: 36 Euro, North America: 38 Euro, South America:
44 Euro, Australia: 44 Euro.
Each sangkhang will be shipped with some coal to burn the sang, and with some sang collected
from several sacred places.
How to order
You can order the sangkhangs directly from Italy. You can also order your own design, please write
to Gulácsi Fanni: gulacsi.fanni@gmail.com .
Your order will be shipped from Italy.
Some white ones you can order also from Shang Shung Institute Austria, please write
to: office@ssi-austria.at and they will be sent from Austria.
How to pay for your order including shipping costs
Please send the total amount of your order to the bank account of the Shang Shung Institute
Austria:
Account holder: Shang Shung Institute Austria
IBAN: AT19 3815 1000 0003 0387
BIC: RZSTAT2G151
Address of the bank:
Hauptstr. 39, 8262 Ilz, Austria
or transfer the total amount to the PayPal account of the Shang Shung Institute Austria by using
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this link: PAYPAL
Thank you for your interest.
Very best wishes,
Oliver Leick, Director of the Shang Shung Institute Austria
in collaboration Migmar, Cecilia and Fanni from the team of Dynamic Space of the Elements
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